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“So much of what we are involved with, in even 
the highest cause, becomes involvement at the 
busy periphery, where the central conversation 
has been lost to the outer edges of what was to 
begin with, a very simple central invitation.” 
 
 
 

David Whyte



John 1:35-39 
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Come and you will see… 



“You are at the beginning of something you 
won’t know the size and shape of for months, 
maybe even years. No one expects you to have 
it all figured out now. The only way to know 
what will happen is to keep going and see for 
yourself. Eyes ahead. Keep moving.” 
 
 
 

Maggie Smith





The Simple Central Invitation of Jesus:  
Follow Me



Genesis 12:1-3 
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Leave!



Go!



Control + Certainty vs. Promise + Presence



The Simple Central Invitation is always  
From / To



“Adventure without risk is Disneyland”  
 
 
 

Douglas Coupland







Another word for adventure: faith.



Faith is forward momentum in the face of 
uncertainty, fuelled by trust. 



This resurrection life you received from God is not 
a timid, grave-tending life. It’s adventurously 
expectant, greeting God with a childlike “What’s 
next, Papa?”  
 
 
 

Romans 8:15 (MSG)



The invitation is one of adventurous faith 
(which means movement and risk)



The invitation will always include a wilderness



"The way of trust is a movement into obscurity, into the 
undefined, into ambiguity, not into some predetermined, 
clearly delineated plan for the future. The next step 
discloses itself only out of a discernment of God acting in 
the desert of the present moment. The reality of naked 
trust is the life of the pilgrim who leaves what is nailed 
down, obvious, and secure, and walks into the unknown 
without any rational explanation to justify the decision or 
guarantee the future. Why? Because God has signaled the 
movement and offered it his presence and his promise."  
 
Brennan Manning



The invitation can be contained in a word: 
pilgrim



The invitation is made by shifts and steps



“You do not rise to the level of your goals. You 
fall to the level of your systems.”  
 
James Clear







John 21:19 
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The invitation only expands and it never 
expires



Following Jesus out of the frame


